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Dear ABC,
THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://www.indastro.com/
We have been providing astrology consultation and advice on true vedic principles on the internet
since 2000 and serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. We have
prepared Love & Relationship Karma report:
1.
New transits of Jupiter, Rahu / Ketu, Saturn &Dasa that are going
to bring changes in the your life:
Dasa [planetary periods]:
Current main period is of Moon and it covers the period till 23 Dec 2016.
Transits:
Transit of Saturn:
From 02 Nov 2014 transit Saturn will be in exaltation and will moves in Scorpio in your 5th house from
ascendant and 11th house from Moon.
Thereafter transit Saturn will be in the 6th house from ascendant and 12th from Moon.
Transit of Jupiter:
Transit Jupiter is moving through the 2nd house from ascendant and 8th from Moon till 14 Jul 2015.
Transit of Rahu:
Till 29 Jan 2016, transit Rahu will remain in Virgo, in the 4th house from ascendant and 10th from
Moon.
Transit of Ketu:
Till 29 Jan 2016, transit Ketu will remain in Pisces, in the 10th house from ascendant and 4th from
Moon.
2.
Effects of dasa and transit of planets on Love life, Marriage, relations within family, children &
business partner:
Effects of Dasa [ruling period]:
Your current Mahadasa is of Moon.
As lord of 2nd house (wealth) and it placed in 7th house in ascendant Moon will offer positive effects
throughout.
Home life including marital relationship along with wealth related matters will stay active and
energized.
Gains from family, happiness of overall family and its fortune and inheritance of property can happen.
You will also make gains by personal efforts.
You will be scholarly and have good qualities to promote effective and successful relationships.
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Jupiter, the lord of love house from Arudhalagna [personal image] is exalted in transit over dasa lord
Moon and this can much promote love situations since your personal image will be more developed.
But all these good effects may be somewhat restricted since main period lord Moon is quite weak and
highly inauspicious due to Saturn and Mars placed with Moon in your natal chart.
You may be troubled by enemies [outside family] while your speech may become quite sarcastic at
times and this can affect all relationships of every hue.
Effects of transit Saturn:
From 02 Nov 2014 transit Saturn can cause some wrong judgment on your part and also wrong
decisions may be taken in relationship matters [this is due to placement of transit Saturn in the 6th
house of enemies, obstructions, and judgment and creativity in these areas] from your ascendant].
These will cause delays and obstructions in matters of relationship of love and affection, and matters
of or relations with children.
You will need to remain alert about such possibilities and plan well to bypass the impediments, if any.
Also relationship with seniors at work will need extra attention since transit Saturn will remain square
to natal Sun in birth chart.
Besides gain in work, you will also have much better relationship with superiors who will appreciate
and encourage you.
Marital life or private relationships of love will be much promoted.
However you will also see many demands being made on you from all conceivable relationships,
personal, familial or professional, and you must rise to the occasions to handle them well and also
meet them appropriately.
You will be able to attract people's emotions and should make efforts to put it to develop your love
life.
Most associations or relationships will tend to be destined at this stage and you will need to accept
these implicitly.
Effects of transit Jupiter:
Transit Jupiter being in the 2nd house of family from ascendant, relationship with all members of your
family will improve with special emphasis on your conjugal relationship.
Even at work relationship with team members will be better as it is equivalent to a family at work
place.
You will get domestic happiness, wealth, and commodities.
Defeat of enemies, new position and status, material possessions and new resources [material and
also emotional] will be favored.
If you concentrate, you can also increase your spiritual standards as well as other dimensions of your
life and these will indirectly improve your equation with all people with special reference to love
related matters.
On a more mundane plane, it is a good period for starting or developing love relationships, improving
and strengthening marital bonds and making long term decisions among such relationships.
Till 14 Jul 2015 transit Jupiter will effectively tone down any negative effect of transit Saturn and will
bring out your attractiveness as a lovable and attractive personality.
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Effects of transit Rahu:
Transit of Rahu in your 4th house of home life from your ascendant, will clearly improve your
domestic life and environment within it.
Domestic felicity and mutual acceptance will be enhanced.
There can be some gains from your mother or from similarly placed senior women relatives [including
your in-laws].
However there can also be some worry about the health of your mother.
On the flip side you may be unwittingly close to some unworthy people and you must avoid any such
event.
However even in these associations, you will not miss out on love.
Effects of transit Ketu:
Transit of Ketu in your 10th house of career and image, from your ascendant, may bring in some
disappointments and dissatisfaction connected with people you work with.
Delays, sometimes intentional delays in response and in cooperation, from people at work place may
frustrate and even irritate you.
You will need to attach less importance to such events and remain your helpful self.
Otherwise some of your professional relationship and your image may suffer.
With calmness and detachment these relationships can be kept stable.
3.
Advice on how to handle these changes:
With specific reference to your horoscope, Jupiter, the lord of 7th house [represents spouse or
partner, business associate and his health and good luck] is placed in the 1st house aspected with
Saturn and Mars, the planet of delay and contraction.
Thus delay in marriage, affected health of spouse, lack of marital happiness, delay or frustration in
love affairs and easy anger are quite possible in general.
Since the present time gives you options for improvement, you will need to maintain a calm and
reasonable temperament and logical and timely dialogue with people concerned and retain your
patience for achieving a betterment of the relationship.
In any relationship of importance, appropriate understanding of issues involved, if any and adequate
communication at the right time is the most important matter.
With this in place, you can avoid over reacting to any matter that you do not like and can counsel or
convince the others about your care for them and your sincerity.
Timing of such communication is of prime consideration.
If this is done naturally and spontaneously, people will fall for you as your loveable image that will
remain highly prominent throughout.
4.
Things to do to utilize these transits &dasa patterns to make progress in relationships, especially
Love & Marriage:
Love relationships will be much encouraged and promoted during Aug-Sep 2015, Oct-Nov 2015, FebMar 2016 and Apr-May 2016 and Jun-Jul 2016.
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You will see your feeling of emotion being gratified for pleasures as you will make new contacts and
friendships.
Pleasures will be plenty in romance and social life and you should take these opportunities.
Relations and attachments with the opposite sex will produce enjoyable unions and possibly
permanent connections for various pleasures, emotional happiness and gain.
You may enter into new love relationships and romance during the above periods and then build on
them.
It is also a good time to smooth out difficulties if any, with your current male friends.
Good relations with opposite sex will come quite easily.
Take good note of the positive and also the few negative trends in your dasa period and transits.
Ponder over your expectations and what you can offer to the other party in return.
In any relationship, especially in love affairs or in getting married or within marital life, treat the other
person at par with you and accept that he will get the same degree of social freedom as you want
from him.
Make an estimate of their expectations from you and see if you can and are ready to meet these
expectations consistently.
Also check out without any emotion, if and what you can offer to the other person over long term.
Sexual requirements and preferences of both will play a very delicate but highly important role and
this must get adequate attention before you take any decision for long term bonding or marriage.
Finance too will play a vital role and you must clearly discuss and assess what you can expect and
whether that will keep you happy on a longer term.
Hasty or wishful decisions in such matters can create grave problems later.
Last but not the least important will be good health of both and your integration with the larger family
of your spouse or partner.
5.
Things to do to avoid adversity in relationships:
Earlier associations will have a tendency to try to revive for renewal or repair.
These may attract you much but yielding to these may not be the best thing to do, since the transits
will soon change as will the status.
In all relationships during 2015 [in love or in career, with spouse/partner or with children and other
family members], avoid being partial or self centered or short sighted, avoid impractical observations
and off hand solutions of issues.
Do not deal with any state of affair without due ethics and longevity of relationship in mind or without
respecting your current station in life and society or without deeper thoughts on mutual gain and
satisfaction.
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Best Regards,
Pt. Punarvasu

Click here to upgrade your Membership. Upgrading to Paid Membership will get you monthly
consultations at huge discount and many other benefits.
You may also like:
Detailed Horoscope Reading
Career Analysis Report
Composite Astrology report (a more than 40 page life report for you)
Please Note: All predictions and opinion provided are based on the birth data provided by the
querist. Any discrepancy or doubt about the birth details can render the entire opinion unreliable.
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